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DOM
SAX
DOM vs. SAX
AJAX

XML ? EVERYWHERE? :(

THE GOAL?

What is the DOM? (w3schools.com)



(World Wide Web Consortium) standard.
defines a standard for accessing documents like XML
and HTML:"The W3C Document Object Model (DOM) is a platform and language-neutral
interface that allows programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure,
and style of a document."



3 levels:
 Core DOM - standard model for any structured
document
 XML DOM - standard model for XML documents
 HTML DOM - standard model for HTML documents

HTML DOM



Defines :




the objects of all HTML elements,
the properties of all HTML elements,
the methods (interface) to access them.

XML DOM–Document




A standard object model for XML
A standard programming interface for XML
Platform - and language-independent





Object Model

bindings exist for Java, C++, CORBA, Python, etc.

A W3C standard
Defines :




the objects of XML elements,
the properties of XML elements,
the methods (interface) to access them.

EVERYTHING is a NODE
• The entire document is a document node
• Every XML element is an element node
• The text in the XML elements are text nodes
• Every attribute is an attribute node
• Comments are comment nodes
Text is Always Stored in Text Nodes

NODEs 2

What is a DOM XML parser?




a Java program that converts your XML documents into
some Java object model
DOM XML parser creates a Java document object
representaion of your XML document file



allows programs and scripts to build documents, navigate their
structure, add, modify or delete elements and content



Based on O-O concepts:




methods (to access or change object’s state)
interfaces (declaration of a set of methods)
objects (encapsulation of data and methods)
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performs some simple text processing as it creates an
object model of your XML document
expands all entities used in the file
compares the structure of the information in the XML
document to a DTD for validation
creates a document object representation of your XML
document file
W3C has also created a set of Java interfaces called the
Document Object Model API



allow you to access and modify information
document class must implement the DOM interfaces
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Nota Bene...










the code to instantiate DOM objects is dependent on the
parser that you are using.
DOM is just a set of interfaces
interfaces can’t be instantiated in Java :-)
only the classes that implement these interfaces may be
instantiated
except for the one line of XML parser specific code, all your
other code can be completely standards based and portable
use the factory pattern to instantiate the objects that
implement DOM interfaces - WHY??

SAX and DOM


SAX and DOM are standards for XML parsers-program APIs to read and interpret XML files








There are various implementations available
Java implementations are provided in JAXP (Java API
for XML Processing)
JAXP is included as a package in Java > 1.4




DOM is a W3C standard
SAX is an ad-hoc (but very popular) standard

JAXP is available separately for Java > 1.3

(Un)like many XML technologies, SAX and DOM are
relatively easy :-)

Difference between SAX and DOM






DOM reads the entire XML document into memory and
stores it as a tree data structure
SAX reads the XML document and sends an event for each
element that it encounters
Consequences:






DOM provides “random access” into the XML document
SAX provides only sequential access to the XML document
DOM is slow and requires huge amounts of memory, so it cannot
be used for large XML documents
SAX is fast and requires very little memory, so it can be used for
huge documents (or large numbers of documents)




This makes SAX much more popular for web sites

Some DOM implementations have methods for changing the XML
document in memory; SAX implementations do not

Simple DOM program, I


This program is adapted from CodeNotes® for XML by Gregory
Brill, page 128



import javax.xml.parsers.*;
import org.w3c.dom.*;



public class SecondDom {
public static void main(String args[]) {
try {
...Main part of program goes here...
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace(System.out);
}
}
}

Simple DOM program, II




First we need to create a DOM parser, called a
“DocumentBuilder”
The parser is created, not by a constructor, but by
calling a static factory method (why?? :-) )



This is a common technique in advanced Java programming
The use of a factory method makes it easier if you later switch
to a different parser

DocumentBuilderFactory factory =
DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance();
DocumentBuilder builder =
factory.newDocumentBuilder();

Simple DOM program, III



The next step is to load in the XML file
Here is the XML file, named hello.xml:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<display>Hello World!</display>





To read this file in, we add the following line to our
program:
Document document = builder.parse("hello.xml");
Notes:


document contains the entire XML file (as a tree); it is the
Document Object Model

Simple DOM program, IV


The following code finds the content of the root element
and prints it:
Element root = document.getDocumentElement();
Node textNode = root.getFirstChild();
System.out.println(textNode.getNodeValue());



This code should be mostly self-explanatory; we’ll get
into the details shortly



The output of the program is: Hello World!

Reading in the tree


The parse method reads in the entire XML
document and represents it as a tree in memory



For a large document, parsing could take a while
If you want to interact with your program while it is
parsing, you need to parse in a separate thread





Once parsing starts, you cannot interrupt or stop it
Do not try to access the parse tree until parsing is done

An XML parse tree may require up to ten times as
much memory as the original XML document




If you have a lot of tree manipulation to do, DOM is
much more convenient than SAX
If you don’t have a lot of tree manipulation to do,
consider using SAX instead

Structure of the DOM tree



The DOM tree is composed of Node objects
Node is an interface


Some of the more important subinterfaces are Element,
Attr, and Text







An Element node may have children
Attr and Text nodes are leaves

Additional types are Document, ProcessingInstruction,
Comment, Entity, CDATASection and several others

Hence, the DOM tree is composed entirely of Node
objects, but the Node objects can be downcast into
more specific types as needed

Operations on Nodes, I


The results returned by getNodeName(), getNodeValue(),
getNodeType() and getAttributes() depend on the subtype
of the node, as follows:
Element

Text

Attr

getNodeName()

tag name

"#text"

name of attribute

getNodeValue()

null

text contents

value of attribute

getNodeType()

ELEMENT_NODE

getAttributes()

NamedNodeMap

ATTRIBUTE_NODE
TEXT_NODE
null
null

Distinguishing Node types


Here’s an easy way to tell what kind of a node you are dealing
with:
switch(node.getNodeType()) {
case Node.ELEMENT_NODE:

Element element = (Element)node;
...;
break;
case Node.TEXT_NODE:

Text text = (Text)node;
...
break;
case Node.ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Attr attr = (Attr)node;
...
break;
default: ...

}

Operations on Nodes, II


Tree-walking operations that return a Node:








getParentNode()
getFirstChild()
getNextSibling()
getPreviousSibling()
getLastChild()

Tests that return a boolean:



hasAttributes()
hasChildNodes()

Operations for Elements


String getTagName()




boolean hasAttribute(String name)




Returns true if this Element has the named attribute

String getAttribute(String name)




Returns the name of the tag

Returns the (String) value of the named attribute

boolean hasAttributes()



Returns true if this Element has any attributes
This method is actually inherited from Node




Returns false if it is applied to a Node that isn’t an Element

NamedNodeMap getAttributes()



Returns a NamedNodeMap of all the Element’s attributes
This method is actually inherited from Node


Returns null if it is applied to a Node that isn’t an Element

NamedNodeMap


The node.getAttributes() operation returns a NamedNodeMap




Because NamedNodeMaps are used for other kinds of nodes (elsewhere
in Java), the contents are treated as general Nodes, not specifically as
Attrs

Some operations on a NamedNodeMap are:






getNamedItem(String name) returns (as a Node) the attribute with the
given name
getLength() returns (as an int) the number of Nodes in this
NamedNodeMap
item(int index) returns (as a Node) the indexth item




This operation lets you conveniently step through all the nodes in the
NamedNodeMap
Java does not guarantee the order in which nodes are returned

Operations on Texts


Text is a subinterface of CharacterData and inherits
the following operations (among others):


public String getData() throws DOMException




public int getLength()




Returns the text contents of this Text node
Returns the number of Unicode characters in the text

public String substringData(int offset, int count)
throws DOMException


Returns a substring of the text contents

Operations on Attrs


String getName()




Element getOwnerElement()




Returns the Element node this attribute is attached to, or null
if this attribute is not in use

boolean getSpecified()




Returns the name of this attribute.

Returns true if this attribute was explicitly given a value in
the original document

String getValue()


Returns the value of the attribute as a String

Preorder traversal






The DOM is stored in memory as a tree
An easy way to traverse a tree is in preorder
You should remember how to do this from your course
in Data Structures
The general form of a preorder traversal is:



Visit the root
Traverse each subtree, in order

Preorder traversal in Java




static void simplePreorderPrint(String indent, Node node) {
printNode(indent, node);
if(node.hasChildNodes()) {
Node child = node.getFirstChild();
while (child != null) {
simplePreorderPrint(indent + " ", child);
child = child.getNextSibling();
}
}
}
static void printNode(String indent, Node node) {
System.out.print(indent);
System.out.print(node.getNodeType() + " ");
System.out.print(node.getNodeName() + " ");
System.out.print(node.getNodeValue() + " ");
System.out.println(node.getAttributes());
}

Trying out the program
Input:

Output:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
1 novel null
<novel>
3 #text
<chapter num="1">The Beginning</chapter> null
<chapter num="2">The Middle</chapter>
1 chapter null num="1“
<chapter num="3">The End</chapter>
3 #text The Beginning
</novel>
null
3 #text
null
Things to think about:
1 chapter null num="2“
What are the numbers?
3 #text The Middle null
3 #text
Are the nulls in the right places?
null
1 chapter null num="3“
Is the indentation as expected?
3 #text The End null
3 #text
How could this program be improved?
null

Additional DOM operations


I’ve left out all the operations that allow you to
modify the DOM tree, for example:








setNodeValue(String nodeValue)
insertBefore(Node newChild, Node refChild)

Java provides a large number of these operations
These operations are not part of the W3C
specifications
There is no standardized way to write out a DOM
as an XML document



It isn’t that hard to write out the XML
The previous program is a good start on outputting XML

Code sample
NodeList nlTips =
elem.getElementsByTagName("tip");
for (int i=0; i<nlTips.getLength(); i++)
{
Element tip = (Element)nlTips.item(i);
String title = tip.getAttribute("title");
String htmlURL = tip.getAttribute("htmlURL");
String author = tip.getAttribute("author");
Node list = (Node) authors.get(author);
Node item = list.appendChild(outputDoc.createElement("LI"));
Element a = outputDoc.createElement("A");
item.appendChild(a);
a.appendChild( outputDoc.createTextNode(title));
a.setAttribute("HREF", htmlURL);
}

SAX and DOM


SAX and DOM are standards for XML parsers--program APIs to
read and interpret XML files









There are various implementations available
Java implementations are provided as part of JAXP (Java API for
XML Processing)
JAXP is included as a package in Java 1.4




DOM is a W3C standard
SAX is an ad-hoc (but very popular) standard
SAX was developed by David Megginson and is open source

JAXP is available separately for Java 1.3

Unlike many XML technologies, SAX and DOM are relatively
easy

Difference between SAX and DOM






DOM reads the entire XML document into memory and
stores it as a tree data structure
SAX reads the XML document and calls one of your methods
for each element or block of text that it encounters
Consequences:






DOM provides “random access” into the XML document
SAX provides only sequential access to the XML document
DOM is slow and requires huge amounts of memory, so it cannot be
used for large XML documents
SAX is fast and requires very little memory, so it can be used for
huge documents (or large numbers of documents)




This makes SAX much more popular for web sites

Some DOM implementations have methods for changing the XML
document in memory; SAX implementations do not

What is SAX ?






Simple API for XML
SAX does not have a default object model
YOU, developer, will not receive a nice default object
model :-)
A SAX parser is only required





to read in your XML document
fire events based

Events are fired when the following things happen:


open element tags are encountered in your document



close element tags are encountered in your document



#PCDATA and CDATA sections are encountered in your document



processing instructions, comments, entity declarations, are encountered in your
document.

Steps...





Creating a custom object model (like Person and
AddressBook classes)
Creating a SAX parser
Creating a DocumentHandler (to turn your XML
document into instances of your custom object model).
<addressbook>
<person>
<lastname>Idris</lastname>
<firstname>Nazmul</firstname>
<company>The Bean Factory, LLC.</company>
<email>xml@beanfactory.com</email>
</person>
</addressbook>

Step1: Creating a custom object model


The AddressBook class is a container of Person objects

1: public class Person{
21: // toXML() method
2:
22: public String toXML(){
3: // Data Members
23: StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer();
4: String fname, lname, company, email;
24: sb.append( "<PERSON>\n" );
5:
25: sb.append( "\t<LASTNAME>"+lname+"</LASTNAME>\n" );
6:
26: sb.append( "\t<FIRSTNAME>"+fname+"</FIRSTNAME>\n" );
7: // accessor methods
27: sb.append( "\t<COMPANY>"+company+"</COMPANY>\n" );
8: public String getCompany(){return company;} 28: sb.append( "\t<EMAIL>"+email+"</EMAIL>\n" );
9: public String getEmail(){return email;}
29: sb.append( "</PERSON>\n" );
10: public String getFirstName(){return fname;}
30: return sb.toString();
11: public String getLastName(){return lname;}
31: }}
12:
13:
14: // mutator methods
15: public void setLastName( String s ){lname = s;}
16: public void setFirstName( String s ){fname = s;}
17: public void setCompany( String s ){company = s;}
18: public void setEmail( String s ){email = s;}
19:
20:

Step2: Creating a SAX parser
1: import java.net.*;
2: import java.io.*;
3: import org.xml.sax.*;
4:
5: ...
6:
7: try{
8: //create an InputSource from the XML document source
9: InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(
10:
new URL("http://host/AddressBook.xml").openStream();
11:
//new FileReader( new File( "AddressBook.xml" ))
12: );
13:
14: InputSource is = new InputSource( isr );
15:
16: //create an documenthandler to create obj model
17: DocumentHandler handler = //new YourHandler();
18:
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19: //create a SAX parser using SAX interfaces and classes
20: String parserClassName = "com.sun.xml.parser.Parser";
21:
22: org.xml.sax.Parser.parser = org.xml.sax.helpers.ParserFactory.
23:
makeParser( parserClassName );
24:
25: //create document handler to do something useful
26: //with the XML document being parsed by the parser.
27: parser.setDocumentHandler( handler );
28:
29: parser.parse( is );
30: }
31: catch(Throwable t){
32: System.out.println( t );
33: t.printStackTrace();
34: }

Step3: Creating a DocumentHandler

Step 3 – code sample
1: import java.io.*;
2: import org.xml.sax.*;
3: import org.xml.sax.helpers.ParserFactory;
4: import com.sun.xml.parser.Resolver;
5:
6: public class SaxAddressBookHandler extends HandlerBase{
....
24: public void startElement( String name , AttributeList atts ){
25: if( name.equalsIgnoreCase("LASTNAME") ) {
26:
currentElement = "LASTNAME";
27: }
29: else if( name.equalsIgnoreCase("FIRSTNAME") ) {
30:
currentElement = "FIRSTNAME";
31: }
33: else if( name.equalsIgnoreCase("COMPANY") ) {
34:
currentElement = "COMPANY";
35: }
37:

Step 3- code sample 2
•

else if( name.equalsIgnoreCase("EMAIL") ) {

• 38:

currentElement = "EMAIL";

• 39:

}

• 41:

else if( name.equalsIgnoreCase("PERSON") ) {

• 42:
• 43:
• 45: }

p = new Person();
}

Callbacks


SAX works through callbacks: you call the parser, it
calls methods that you supply
Your program
startDocument(...)
main(...)

The SAX parser
parse(...)

startElement(...)
characters(...)
endElement( )
endDocument( )

Simple SAX program




The following program is adapted from CodeNotes® for
XML by Gregory Brill, pages 158-159
The program consists of two classes:


Sample -- This class contains the main method; it








Gets a factory to make parsers
Gets a parser from the factory
Creates a Handler object to handle callbacks from the parser
Tells the parser which handler to send its callbacks to
Reads and parses the input XML file

Handler -- This class contains handlers for three kinds of callbacks:




startElement callbacks, generated when a start tag is seen
endElement callbacks, generated when an end tag is seen
characters callbacks, generated for the contents of an element

The Sample class, I


import javax.xml.parsers.*; // for both SAX and DOM
import org.xml.sax.*;
import org.xml.sax.helpers.*;



// For simplicity, we let the operating system handle exceptions
// In "real life" this is poor programming practice
public class Sample {
public static void main(String args[]) throws Exception {
// Create a parser factory
SAXParserFactory factory = SAXParserFactory.newInstance();
// Tell factory that the parser must understand namespaces
factory.setNamespaceAware(true);
// Make the parser
SAXParser saxParser = factory.newSAXParser();
XMLReader parser = saxParser.getXMLReader();







The Sample class, II


In the previous slide we made a parser, of type XMLReader
// Create a handler
Handler handler = new Handler();
// Tell the parser to use this handler
parser.setContentHandler(handler);
// Finally, read and parse the document
parser.parse("hello.xml");
} // end of Sample class











You will need to put the file hello.xml :



In the same directory, if you run the program from the command line
Or where it can be found by the particular IDE you are using

The Handler class, I




public class Handler extends DefaultHandler {
 DefaultHandler is an adapter class that defines these methods and others
as do-nothing methods, to be overridden as desired
 We will define three very similar methods to handle (1) start tags, (2)
contents, and (3) end tags--our methods will just print a line
 Each of these three methods could throw a SAXException
// SAX calls this method when it encounters a start tag
public void startElement(String namespaceURI,
String localName,
String qualifiedName,
Attributes attributes)
throws SAXException {
System.out.println("startElement: " + qualifiedName);
}

The Handler class, II


// SAX calls this method to pass in character data
public void characters(char ch[], int start, int length)
throws SAXException {
System.out.println("characters: \"" +
new String(ch, start, length) + "\"");
}



// SAX call this method when it encounters an end tag
public void endElement(String namespaceURI,
String localName,
String qualifiedName)
throws SAXException {
System.out.println("Element: /" + qualifiedName);
}
} // End of Handler class

Results


If the file hello.xml contains:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<display>Hello World!</display>



Then the output from running java Sample will be:
startElement: display
characters: "Hello World!"
Element: /display

More results


Now suppose the file
hello.xml contains:






<?xml version="1.0"?>
<display>
<i>Hello</i> World!
</display>

Notice that the root element,
<display>, now contains a
nested element <i> and some
whitespace (including
newlines)
The result will be as shown at
the right:



startElement: display
characters: "" // empty string
characters: "
" // newline
characters: "
" // spaces
startElement: i
characters: "Hello"
endElement: /i
characters: "World!"
characters: "
" // another newline
endElement: /display

Parser factories



A factory is an alternative to constructors
To create a SAX parser factory, call this method:
SAXParserFactory.newInstance()





This returns an object of type SAXParserFactory
It may throw a FactoryConfigurationError

You can then say what kind of parser you want:


public void setNamespaceAware(boolean awareness)





Call this with true if you are using namespaces
The default (if you don’t call this method) is false

public void setValidating(boolean validating)




Call this with true if you want to validate against a DTD
The default (if you don’t call this method) is false
Validation will give an error if you don’t have a DTD

Getting a parser


Once you have a SAXParserFactory set up (say it’s named
factory), you can create a parser with:
SAXParser saxParser = factory.newSAXParser();
XMLReader parser = saxParser.getXMLReader();



Note: older texts may use Parser in place of XMLReader





Parser is SAX1, not SAX2, and is now deprecated
SAX2 supports namespaces and some new parser properties

Note: SAXParser is not thread-safe; to use it in multiple threads,
create a separate SAXParser for each thread


This is unlikely to be a problem in class projects

Declaring which handler to use





Since the SAX parser will be calling our methods, we need to
supply these methods
In the example these are in a separate class, Handler
We need to tell the parser where to find the methods:
Handler handler = new Handler();
parser.setContentHandler(handler);



These statements could be combined:
parser.setContentHandler(new Handler());



Finally, we call the parser and tell it what file to parse:
parser.parse("hello.xml");



Everything else will be done in the handler methods

SAX handlers


A callback handler for SAX must implement these four
interfaces:
 interface ContentHandler




interface DTDHandler




Does customized handling for external entities

interface ErrorHandler




Handles only notation and unparsed entity declarations

interface EntityResolver




This is the most important interface--it handles basic parsing callbacks, such
as element starts and ends

Must be implemented or parsing errors will be ignored!

You could implement all these interfaces yourself, but that’s a lot
of work--it’s easier to use an adapter class

Class DefaultHandler





DefaultHandler is in package org.xml.sax.helpers
DefaultHandler implements ContentHandler,
DTDHandler, EntityResolver, and ErrorHandler
DefaultHandler is an adapter class--it provides
empty methods for every method declared in each of
the four interfaces




Empty methods don’t do anything!! :-)

To use this class, extend it and override the methods
that are important to your application


We will cover some of the methods in the ContentHandler
and ErrorHandler interfaces

ContentHandler methods, I


public void setDocumentLocator(Locator loc)







This method is called once, when parsing first starts
The Locator contains either a URL or a URN, or both, that specifies
where the document is located
You may need this information if you need to find a document whose
position is specified relative to this XML document
Every ContentHandler method except this one may throw a
SAXException

ContentHandler methods, II







public void processingInstruction(String target,
String data)
throws SAXException
This method is called once for each processing instruction (PI)
that is encountered
The PI is presented as two strings: <?target data?>
According to XML rules, PIs may occur anywhere in the
document after the initial <?xml ...?> line
 This means calls to processingInstruction do not necessarily
occur before startElement is called with the document root-they may occur later

ContentHandler methods, III


public void startDocument()
throws SAXException




public void endDocument()
throws SAXException




This is called just once, at the beginning of parsing

This is called just once, and is the last method called by the parser

Remember: when you override a method, you can throw fewer kinds of
exceptions, but you can’t throw any new kinds
 In other words: your methods don’t have to throw a SAXException
 But if they must throw an exception, it can only be a
SAXException

ContentHandler methods, IV





public void startElement(String namespaceURI,
String localName,
String qualifiedName,
Attributes atts)
throws SAXException
This method is called at the beginning of every element
If the parser is namespace-aware,






namespaceURI will hold the prefix (before the colon)
localName will hold the element name (without a prefix)
qualifiedName will be the empty string

If the parser is not using namespaces,



namespaceURI and localName will be empty strings
qualifiedName will hold the element name (possibly with prefix)

Attributes, I




When SAX calls startElement, it passes in a parameter of
type Attributes
Attributes is an interface that defines a number of useful
methods; here are a few of them:








getLength() returns the number of attributes
getLocalName(index) returns the attribute’s local name
getQName(index) returns the attribute’s qualified name
getValue(index) returns the attribute’s value
getType(index) returns the attribute’s type, which will be one of the
Strings "CDATA", "ID", "IDREF", "IDREFS", "NMTOKEN",
"NMTOKENS", "ENTITY", "ENTITIES", or "NOTATION"

As with elements, if the local name is the empty string, then
the attribute’s name is in the qualified name

Attributes, II


SAX does not guarantee that the attributes will be returned in the
same order they are written




The following methods look up attributes by name rather than by
index:







After all, the order is irrelevant in XML

public
public
public
public

int getIndex(String qualifiedName)
int getIndex(String uri, String localName)
String getValue(String qualifiedName)
String getValue(String uri, String localName)

An Attributes object is valid only during the call to characters


If you need to remember attributes longer, use:
AttributesImpl attrImpl = new AttributesImpl(attributes);

ContentHandler methods, V


endElement(String namespaceURI,
String localName,
String qualifiedName)
throws SAXException



The parameters to endElement are the same as those to
startElement, except that the Attributes parameter is omitted

ContentHandler methods, VI


public void characters(char[] ch,
int start,
int length) throws SAXException



ch is an array of characters



Only length characters, starting from ch[start], are the
contents of the element
The String constructor new String(ch, start, length) is an
easy way to extract the relevant characters from the char array
characters may be called multiple times for one element








Newlines and entities may break the data characters into separate calls
characters may be called with length = 0
All data characters of the element will eventually be given to characters

Whitespace


Whitespace is a major nuisance


Whitespace is characters; characters are PCDATA



IF you are validating, the parser will ignore whitespace where



PCDATA is not allowed by the DTD
If you are not validating, the parser cannot ignore whitespace
If you ignore whitespace, you lose your indentation





To ignore whitespace when validating:




Happens automatically

To ignore whitespace when not validating:



Use the String function trim() to remove whitespace
Check the result to see if it is the empty string

Error Handling, I



SAX error handling is unusual
Most errors are ignored unless you register an error
handler (org.xml.sax.ErrorHandler)





Ignored errors can cause bizarre behavior
Failing to provide an error handler is unwise

The ErrorHandler interface declares:






public void fatalError (SAXParseException exception)
throws SAXException // XML not well structured
public void error (SAXParseException exception)
throws SAXException // XML validation error
public void warning (SAXParseException exception)
throws SAXException // minor problem

DOM vs. SAX - scenarios


Consider that a news agency Application has an XML Document that
holds the national, International and local news information.



The users of that news agency frequently search within that document
structure to find required information.



there are no memory constrains,



As the Application needs to do frequent search, DOM is considered the
best solution.



This is because DOM creates a tree-based representation in memory and
this tree object model is very useful for frequent access or search.



The only disadvantage of DOM is that it consumes more memory
resources.



As there are no memory constraints in this case, DOM is the best choice.

DOM vs. SAX – scenarios 2








Consider that we need to extract only a subset of information that
is present in a large Size XML Document.
Which is the best way to do it?
Event based API is the best choice to do it.
because SAX Processes the XML Documents sequentially and so
it does not have to process the whole document to extract the
required information.
On the other hand, DOM creates a treebased in memory
representation of the whole document. Document size being large
in this case, this consumes lot of memory resources and is not the
right choice

DOM vs. SAX – scenarios 3






Consider that XML documents of document management
system contain document data, application data, scripts or
other code within the document.
These applications and scripts explore and edit the
document content.
DOM is the best way to do process these types of XML
Documents. This is because DOM allows programs to
access and edit the information stored in these
documents. On the other hand, SAX can only deal with
structured data

Which is the best?










Depends.... :-)
Size of XML Document,
Speed,
Memory Resources,
Navigation
some times ease of programming too, why not? :-)
BUT, we can combine DOM and SAX in a single
application
Use SAX stream to create a DOM tree or use DOM to
generate SAX event stream

